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Got Billing?

“I was looking over my doctors’ bill and 
recognized an incorrect code! It saved 

me money and helped me to realize how 
much I was learning!” As members of 
the support team, it isn’t uncommon 
for us to hear comments like this from 
our coding students after a visit to the 
doctor. You will find that the training you 
are receiving has real-life application 
and comes in handy even before your 
graduation. Because it is important 
to understand the billing process as it 
relates to medical coding, the coding 
programs include a basic overview of 
the healthcare reimbursement process 
as well. That being said, those seeking 
employment exclusively as billers have 
still been faced with a need for additional 
training upon reaching the workplace. If 
you have been wondering where to get 
quality training that focuses specifically 
on billing, look no further!

In May, Career Step released the Medical 
Billing Program to help students develop 
the skills essential to a career in this 
area of healthcare reimbursement. 
The curriculum trains students in the 
payment process, the differences 

between various payers, billing and 
collections, office communication, 
industry specific forms and paperwork, 
and more. Experienced medical billers 
and medical billing managers have 
helped Career Step design this program 
to ensure graduates have the skills they 
will need to get jobs and succeed in the 
workforce. 

The Career Step Medical Billing program 
includes 145 hours of curriculum and can 
be completed in less than 3 months. The 
program is online in the same format as 
the other Career Step courses providing 
the flexibility to study on a schedule and 
at a pace that fits their individual needs. 
Students also have access to experienced 
instructors throughout the course and 
extensive graduate support as they are 
looking to turn their education into a job.
The medical billing field is part of 
the rapidly growing healthcare 
reimbursement field. These professionals 
are categorized by the U.S. Department 
of Labor’s Bureau of Labor Statistics 
in the Medical Records and Health 
Information Technicians category. 
This field is individually expected to 

experience 21% employment growth 
between 2010 and 2020, which equates 
to over 37,000 new jobs, and represents a 
faster rate of growth than the average for 
all occupations.

The Medical Billing Program is a great 
supplement for coders looking to expand 
their training in the HIM field, and for 
those wanting to focus specifically on 
gaining the detailed knowledge required 
to work as a medical biller. For more 
information on the new Career Step 
Medical Billing course, visit CareerStep.
com/medical-billing or call 1-800-411-
7073.
 

- CS Coding Support Team

Career Step’s Latest Program!
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GRADUATES
Linda Davis – Monroe, GA
I found out that I passed my CPC!!!  YEAH!!!!!! 
I strongly recommend the Career Step coding 
program to anyone who is considering 
medical coding as a profession. I completed 
the program, passed my final in February 
- now I’m a CCA and CPC.  I feel the course 
prepared me for both certification exams. I did 
use the exam preparation books for each one, 
also, but they mainly reinforced what I had 
learned in the course. I’m continuing to extern 
with my friend, and a local hospital expects to 
hire an entry level coder in the next couple of 
months. Right now, I’m just enjoying spending 
some time with my grandkids.  Thank you so 
much for your help and encouragement. 

Susan Dunham – Silver Springs, NV
I appreciate all I have learned and feel the 
program will be a great background to a new 
future. The program is intense and covers a lot 
of areas that I may encounter.

Brooke Dykiel – Englewood, CO
Career Step is a great program that will 
prepare you for your new journey in the coding 
field.  I would highly recommend this program 
& its support staff to anyone.

Karen Hildreth – Chandler, AZ
Career Step has really been very beneficial 
to prepping me for the real world of coding.  
I started out with the Career Step medical 
transcription course in 2006 and graduated  in 
2007.

In 2011, I decided I wanted to learn more and 
decided to take the plunge into the coding 
world and felt comfortable to take the course 
through Career Step again  and graduated 
in February 2012.  The course itself was very 
intense but gave me the knowledge I needed 
to move ahead.  I am scheduled to take the 
certification exam on June 16 and feel very 
confident I will do well.
  
Thanks to Cari and Randy who answered all 
my questions during the course which I could 
have not survived without their help and also 
to Jenae Walker who has really been a great 
help with my resume and keeping in touch 
with me while I look for a coding job.

Camellia Ingelin – Independence, KY
All of the instructors, academic, and technical 
support staff at Career Step have been 
wonderful to work with.  Thanks to all of 

their personal attention, I have completed the 
medical coding program.  I highly recommend 
Career Step and all of their programs.  I am 
looking forward to taking the CPC exam in 
September 2012.

Sheila Kline – Rio Rancho, NM
I thoroughly enjoyed Career Step’s Inpatient 
and Outpatient program.  Looking back, I am 
amazed at how much I have learned.  Some 
parts of the course were extremely challenging 
and I wasn’t sure if I would ever “get it,” but we 
have so many great resources and help at hand 
that sooner or later it does “click”.  The staff is 
professional and wants the best for us.  I’m so 
glad I chose Career Step.  Best of luck - don’t get 
discouraged.

Patti Krebs – Albany, MN
I really liked the Career Step program.  It was 
challenging and exciting. The support services 
were extremely helpful and they were always 
there when I needed help working through an 
area I was struggling with.  The program was 
great and I’m proud to say I graduated with 
High Honors the first time taking my final exam 
and I also became a certified coder through 
AAPC on the first try as well.  I attribute my 
success to Career Step, not only in passing these 
tests, but also in finding a job in the medical 
field.  The graduate support is great!  I am 
currently employed as a Medical Receptionist at 
a Specialty Clinic and I love it!

Renee Milton – Coos Bay, OR
Success! That’s the feeling that comes from 
completing the Inpatient/Outpatient Medical 
Coding and Billing program. With each module 
quiz and exam, the learning process builds 
progressively. The framework of the program 
enables the student to apply the vocabulary 
and guidelines learned from the earlier modules 
to take the next step up the ladder of this 
progressive program. The Career Step staff 
are both encouraging and informative, they 
are willing to assist each student, to clarify 
and understand the hurdles and challenges 
faced throughout this program. Now, as I look 
back at the information I have learned, I am 
truly amazed and grateful that Career Step 
was there to provide this course. Not only was 
I able to graduate with honors, but I was well 
prepared to move to the next step of passing 
my certification exam. The graduation packet 
that was sent out was ‘top-notch’, and the help 
Jenae gave me in fine-tuning my resume was 
fantastic. For anyone willing to take the plunge 

into a career in the medical support field, I 
would highly recommend this school and 
program. Career Step definitely has the tools to 
prepare you for success.

Caroline Parsons – Elk Grove, CA
I recently graduated with high honors.  Going 
into the final exam I cannot tell you how 
nervous I was.  When I reflect back now, I 
realize that the Career Step Program is set 
up for success. You cannot fail if:  you avoid 
the temptation to take short cuts, you follow 
all instructions, you use all the available 
references in the program, and you utilize the 
phone support from Randy and Cari every time 
you need clarification. It’s that simple. If you 
add to this a belief in yourself, it’s a recipe for 
success.

Adel Salib  – Fort Mill, SC 
It is a magic word (CONGRATULATIONS). It 
changes darkness to light.

Verlina Underwood – Hattiesburg, MS
I am excited to have finished the Inpatient 
and Outpatient Medical Billing and Coding 
program.  The support provided by the staff 
at Career Step afforded me the opportunity to 
complete the online training in less than nine 
months.

Lauren White – Grand Junction, CO
Thanks so much, Career Step, for helping to 
prepare me so well to not only graduate with 
high honors but also to pass the CPC exam 
on the first try. For someone with no medical 
background, learning everything was a 
little overwhelming at first. However, all the 
information was presented in a manner that 
I could understand. Also, the support was 
fantastic. Many thanks to Randy and Cari for 
always being there to answer my questions. 
I highly recommend the Career Step training 
program to anyone who aspires to be a coder.
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Career Step Congratulates Our Recent Graduates 
Adel – Fort Mill, SC
Alice – Martindale, TX
Angela – Worcester, MA
Ann – New Lenox, IL
Anni – Monroe, NC
Beverley – Klamath Falls, OR
Bonnie – Cazenovia, NY
Brenna – Elko, NV
Brooke – Englewood, CO
Camellia – Independence, KY
Caroline – Elk Grove, CA
Cassandra – Joliet, IL
Catherine – Salt Lake City, UT
Cathy – Lancaster, SC
Chelsey – Salt Lake City, UT
Connie – Elizabeth, CO
Darlene – Denison, IA
Debra – North Bend, OR
Denise – Hollis Center, ME

Dorothy – Columbia, MD
Ellen – Pinehurst, NC
Jeanne – Newberry Springs, CA
Jennifer – Fuquay Varina, NC
Jennifer – Tuscumbia, MO
Joan – APO, AE
Julie – Sioux Falls, SD
Julie – Seattle, WA
Karen – Chandler, AZ
Kelsey – Thayne, WY
Kim – Murrieta, CA
Kimberly – Matthews, NC
Lani – Parker, CO
Lauren – Brighton, TN
Lauren – Grand Junction, CO
Lesa – New Braunfels, TX
Linda – Monroe, GA
Lisa – Plainfield, IL
Lori – Savage, MN

Lori – Parker, CO
Malinda – Magna, UT
Marcia – Spanish Fort, AL
Mary – Minooka, IL
Mary – Centennial, CO
Mary Ann – Carrolltown, PA
Melissa – Flat Rock, NC
Melissa – Fairview, UT
Neva – Cartersville, GA
Noreen – Washingtonville, NY
Patti – Albany, MN
Puspalata – Folsom, CA
Rachel – Vernal, UT
Renee – Coos Bay, OR
Robin – Waxhaw, NC
Sheila – Rio Rancho, NM
Sheri – Tacoma, WA
Sherri – Highland, UT
Susan – Winnemucca, NV

Susan – Round Rock, TX
Teresa – Albuquerque, NM
Terri – Boonville, MO
Terry – Keeseville, NY
Theresa – Lillington, NC
Thomas – Hopewell Junction, NY
Tinel – Vista, CA
Trishell – Provo, UT
Trista – Underwood, IA
Verlina – Hattiesburg, MS
Vickie – Littleton, CO
Wendi – Manhattan, IL
Wendy – San Diego, CA
Yolanda – Pensacola, FL

Congratulations to those that have recently reported passing a certification examination! 1/1/12 to 3/31/12

Brooke Dykiel - 2/18/2012 - CPC
Christina Thompson - 2/11/2012 - CPC-H
Cynthia Stretch - 3/17/2012 - CPC
Darah Nelson - 1/10/2012 - CPC
Eva King - 1/31/2012 - CPC
Gail Jennings - 3/31/2012 - CPC

Jeanette Berg - 3/15/2012 - CPC
Jeanne Viloria - 3/30/2012 - CCA
Jennifer Giambalvo - 2/25/2012 - CPC
Kelly Cassani - 3/17/2012 -  CPC
Kim Careri - 2/18/2012 - CPC
Linda Davis - 2/23/2012 - CCA

Mark Frimml - 1/10/2012 - CCA
Miranda Greer - 2/8/2012 - CPC
Patti Krebs - 2/18/2012 - CPC
Preetha Vasantha - 3/12/2012 - CCA
Sheri Kennedy - 3/17/2012 - CPC
Susan Daust - 3/2/2012 - CPC

Teresa Gonzales - 1/13/2012 - CPC
Vickie Sue Blake - 3/31/2012 - CPC

New Team Member!
Meet Alison Stapley, Career Step Graduate Support

Hi! My name is Alison Stapley, and I am one of the Employment Coordinators here at Career Step. I first became interested 
in graduate support while interning for a government agency in Washington, D.C. While there, I learned the ins and outs 

of resume building and interviewing as I reviewed hundreds of resumes and cover letters and participated in the subsequent 
interviews.

With this background, and as part of the Graduate Support team, I work to help graduates find employment. To do this, I review 
resumes, provide interviewing and networking tips, and help you to feel confident and prepared as you approach your job search.

On a personal note, I have a BA in English and a particular fondness for semicolons and historical literature. When not in the office, 
I am most frequently found on my bike, exploring in the mountains, or challenging others to battles of wit.
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Gone Fishin!
Aside from a big slab of watermelon, 

one of the first things I picture when 
I hear summertime is myself as a young 
girl, with a fishing pole, wearing rolled-
up jeans, sitting on the end of a dock 
with my bare feet dangling over the 
edge. Fishing with Dad was one of life’s 
great adventures; even if we didn’t catch 
anything, the anticipation of it all, made 
for great summer fun.  This summer, you 
might be devoting your “fishing hours” 
to working diligently on your Career Step 
program or maybe as a new graduate, 
you might be spending the time seeking 
employment to apply the skills you have 
spent the last few months developing. 
Just like fishing, both your program 
and your job search are more enjoyable 
when you position yourself for success 
by understanding and utilizing the 
resources that are available to you. 

The Bait
If you just dangled a hook in the 
water, you’d have to wait a really long 
time before getting a bite. Before the 
program, you likely had skills and 
qualities that would have made you a 
good employee. However, once you 
complete your training, you will have 
the added edge that really helps you 
to stand out when presenting your 
skills to an employer. When you can 
talk to an employer in detail about 
your marketable skills, it is like adding a 
worm to your hook, and you are much 
more likely to reel them in more quickly. 
For this reason, it is helpful to become 
more familiar with the details of what 
you’re learning.  Take some time to really 
understand the details of the coursework 
you are completing and how it prepares 
you for the job. In addition, take some 
time to get to know your own personality 
traits and how you can best speak about 
yourself and your past experiences in 
a positive light. As a student, practice 
those skills and develop the qualities 
that will help you to be successful in the 
workplace. 

The Tackle Box
With a pole, a hook, and some bait, you 
probably have enough to catch a fish, 
but those that are more experienced 
and making the most of their fishing trip 
come prepared with a tackle box. They 
have bobbers, sinkers, lures, extra line, 
extra hooks, jigs, and plastic worms—
all the things that separate a good 
fisherman from a great one. 

While you’re enrolled in the program, 
there are a plethora of tools available 
to you to help you make the most of 
your training.  The forums, the chats, the 
study planner, the pronunciation tool, 
the ‘email this page’ feature, the search 
tool, the 3M references, and the student 
support team are all available for your 
use. We encourage students to frequent 
the forums and contact us often with 

their questions as we have seen how 
these tools and support facilitate student 
success. If you’re already using these 
tools, consider talking to someone in the 
support team to find out how you can 
use them better. We’re happy to walk you 
through any of them and ensure you are 
getting the most out of the program. 

Once you graduate, the support does not 
end there; graduate advisors are ready 
and available to help you “tackle” the 
process of finding a job. Your tackle box 
for your job search might include such 

things as an updated reference sheet, 
a fine-tuned targeted resume, a plan of 
action where to apply and network, an 
organized process for following up, and 
interviewing advice to present yourself 
in the most advantageous way to 
employers. Your tackle box as a student 
and as a graduate is not empty! To ensure 
successful fishing, don’t leave it behind 
or unopened! 

The Wait
Although the Career Step program may 
be a quicker alternative to a four year 
degree to change careers, the process 
takes time, dedication, and patience. 
Learning a new skill can be difficult at 
first, and you may find there are times 
you get discouraged. Hang in there; if 
you stay positive and expect yourself to 
succeed, then you will. In a sense, you 
are reeling in your new career, and each 
day you spend working in your program, 
you get a little closer.  Likewise, once you 
reach the point of seeking a position, 
you will find developing that sense of 
patience will have been well worth it. 
After a great job interview, you might 
feel like you’ve hooked an employer 
only to find out they selected another 
candidate. It ends up feeling a lot like 
reeling in a fish only to see it flop around 
and escape back into the lake.  Don’t give 
up;  the right position is out there and 
will be worth the wait. Be sure that you 
are actively following up and refining 
your skills, seeking advice along the way.  

Just like the sense of accomplishment 
you feel when you catch a fish, you can 
feel that same sense of pride finishing 
the program and finding employment. 
The only difference is that unlike the size 
of a fish, it’s an achievement that can’t be 
exaggerated! 

- Jenae Walker
CS Graduate Support
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I’m Kathryn O’Neal, CPC-A certified, 
and a 2011 graduate of Career Step’s 

Medical Coding program.  Fuquay 
Varina, NC is where I call home with my 
husband, David of 29 years, and our 
MaltiPoo, Marley.  We have two married 
daughters who have given us our two 
wonderful grandchildren, Hartley (6) & 
Isaiah (5).

I had very limited knowledge regarding 
medical coding, but it was my former 
manager who suggested I take a coding 
class.  Even though I’ve been employed 
in the healthcare industry since 2004, 
my primary duties were always centered 
on clerical and support positions.  I’ve 
enjoyed my jobs, but I wanted a career I 
could grow in.  My desire to learn more, 
my knack for detail and an inherent need 
to understand what pieces create “the 
big picture” of every facet of my job, led 
me to learn medical record auditing. 
That then sparked my interest in learning 
more of the details.  Career Step not 
only provided the tools, they provided 
the support I needed to begin a new 
venture in my life.  I cannot thank Career 

Step enough for the depth of knowledge 
this program offers!  Having no real 
experience in coding, I excitedly began 
setting new goals and preparing myself 
for a new challenge.  Unbeknownst 
to me, at the time I began my training 
at Career Step, my full-time job would 
soon be history.  The physical therapy 
company I worked for made a decision to 
close the clinic due to the economy, but I 
believe everything happens for a reason.  
Sometimes in life, neither the reasons nor 
the outcomes are clear, but it’s in those 
times we have to trust the decisions 
we’ve made and press on to complete 
what we’ve started.  I focused on “the big 
picture,” and where I wanted to be in life 
in one year, three years, and five years.  
So far, so good.

 February 24, 2011, I graduated from 
Career Step with honors, and set my 
sight on becoming a credentialed coder.  
I sat for the exam in October 2011 and 
passed!  I’ve been employed with Rex 
Healthcare in Raleigh, NC since June 
2011, at one of their Urgent Cares.  As 
an Intake Specialist, I provide excellent 

customer service, handle patient 
registration, insurance verification, data 
entry, collections, and updating the 
encounter form used in the four urgent 
cares. I’m learning in greater detail about 
payor denials, rejections and revenue 
cycles. Even though my job title isn’t 
an “Outpatient Coder,” medical coding 
plays an essential role in healthcare 
from auditing, billing, collections to 
compliance.  
 
In 2009, I learned medical record 
auditing on the job, and there wasn’t any 
thought as to where it could lead or how 
I would build upon those skills.  I just 
knew I liked it!  I felt I’d found my niche! 
Now, I go to my job, choosing to learn 
something new while seeking ways to 
incorporate the knowledge and skills I 
already possess.  Understandably, no one 
knows everything, but to me, it’s most 
important to know who and where my 
resources are.
 

- Kathryn O’Neal, CPC-A

Graduate in the Spotlight
Kathryn O’Neal, CPC-A
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Dear Cari...
Dear Cari,

In the answer key for the practicum 
reports there is a statement regarding 
secondary diagnosis codes that says, 
“Code all documented conditions that 
coexist at the time of the encounter/
visit that require or affect patient care, 
treatment, and management. These 
conditions may be sequenced as second-
ary diagnoses. The order of presenta-
tion does not matter.” So, why am I 
marked wrong when the sequencing of 
my secondary codes does not match the 
sequencing in the answer key?

Thanks,

- Troubled in Topeka

Dear Troubled,
The statement that the order of the 
codes does not matter means that for 
outpatient coding billing purposes the 
secondary code sequencing 
does not affect reimburse-
ment. 
However, for the sake of cod-
ing best practice, the coder 
should still employ correct 
sequencing practices among 
the secondary diagnosis 
codes.

Example: A patient is ad-
mitted to the ER with a 
laceration that is repaired. 
The documentation also states that the 
patient has hypertension and diabetic 
neuropathy, both of which are being 

treated with medications. During the ER 
stay, the patient’s blood pressure and 
blood sugar are monitored.

For this encounter the lacera-
tion would be sequenced as 
the primary diagnosis since it 
is the reason the patient pre-
sented for care. The secondary 
diagnoses will require three 
codes for reporting—one 
code for the diagnosis of hy-
pertension and two codes for 
the diagnosis of diabetes with 
neurological manifestations. 
For reimbursement purposes, 

the third party payer does not care if the 

Continued on pg 7
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My name is Daisy Portante.  I am 
enrolled in Outpatient Medical 

Billing and Coding with Career Step.  I live 
with my husband and son in Plainfield, 
Illinois.  I enjoyed staying home for 
years taking care of my family and being 
involved in my church.  Two years ago I 
landed a job with a Home Health Agency 
where I helped in different capacities, 
but mostly in the Quality Assurance 
Department.  I recently quit my job, but 
prior to leaving, I had opportunities to do 
some hands-on coding just learning on 
my own.  That limited exposure triggered 
my interest in Medical Coding and Billing; 
thus, I decided to pursue it as a career.  I 
attended an online courses orientation 
in our community college and was 
introduced to Career Step.

Online study requires a lot of discipline 
and flexibility.  I was still working when I 
enrolled with Career Step so I studied on 
my days off and weekends.  Five months 
through the course, I realized that 
schooling and working at the same time 

would preclude me from completing 
the course on time so I quit my job.  I 
generated a schedule using the Study 
Planner on Career Step’s home page.  The 
planner motivated me to persevere on 
days when I didn’t feel like studying and 
helped me to define my targets each 
day.  I had to make my family aware that 
I would be using the computer a lot and 
requested freedom from unnecessary 
interruptions.  

During times that I anticipated conflicts 
with the use of the computer, I print 
out the Coding Challenges or Coding 
Practicum exercises so I can still be 
productive.  Distractions are my greatest 
nemesis.  During study times, I put the 
phones away and resist answering texts 
and calls unless I need to.  I have learned 
to minimize time on Facebook and 
emails, unless it’s Career Step related.  
I love shopping, but have learned to 
schedule grocery and mall trips.  Of 
course, studying has not replaced my life! 
I see to it that I can still be an effective 

caretaker for my family and the other 
things with which I am involved.

I am enjoying every bit of my coursework 
with Career Step.  The staff is very 
good at welcoming and informing 
inexperienced online students like me 
of tips and guidelines to be successful.  
Career Step has been very helpful, in 
providing resource books, home page 
resources and, of course, the coding 
support staff- Cari and Randy!  I use the 
“Email This Page” feature every time I 
have a question or something I don’t 
understand from a page of the course 
and they are very prompt in providing 
the answer.  I have called a few times for 
questions and received a call back that 
same day.  I read the chat transcripts 
occasionally for information.  I also use 
Google a lot for a quick answer about 
anything.  Truly, my decision to enroll 
with Career Step was a step in the right 
direction.

- Daisy Portante
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Layman’s Dictionary of Medical Terms

Enteritis: a penchant for burglary 
Genes: blue denim slacks 
Hangnail: coat hook 
Haemorrhoid: a male From outer space 
Herpes: what women do in the Ladies Room 
ICU: Caught you
Labor Pain: hurt at work
Medical Staff: a doctor’s cane 
Minor Operation: coal digging 
Morbid: a higher bid 
Nitrate: cheaper than the Day Rate 
Node: was aware of (knowed)
Organ transplant: what you do to your piano when you move 
Organic: organ repairman
Outpatient: a person who has fainted

Student in the Spotlight
Daisy Portante
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hypertension code or the diabetes codes 
are sequenced first. However, for coding 
best practice the diabetes codes should 
be sequenced correctly with the diabetes 
code sequenced first, followed directly 
by the code for the neurological manifes-
tation of the diabetes.

Also, please keep in mind that the grader 
is programmed with only one specific 
sequence of codes. Although this may 
not be the only acceptable sequence of 
secondary codes the grader will not rec-
ognize your answer as correct if it does 
not match what it contains. If you get the 
same codes as the grader but in another 
sequence your answer is essentially 
correct, just different from the grader. 
It may require some re-sequencing in 
order to get your answer to match that 
in the grader. Once you have gotten 
50% or more of the answers correct you 

will be given the answers for the other 
questions. You can then use the sequenc-
ing order provided to help make your 
answers match the grader if you want to 
improve your score. However, since you 
are not held to a minimum score on the 
practicum reports, you can move on to 
the next report if you feel satisfied that 
you understood the coding.

Keep up the good work!

- Cari Greenwood, CCS, CPC
CS Student Support Team
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The Coding Bullletin is published 
quarterly by Career Step for its 
students, graduates, and client 
partners.

This newsletter is produced for 
electronic viewing. The electronic 
version is available to all current 
students and graduates at no cost.

Career Step Quality Medical 
Coding Training

4692 North 300 West, Suite 150
Provo, UT 84604

Phone: 800-246-7837 or
888-657-5752

Fax: 801-491-6645
Website: www.careerstep.com
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